Option A

**Positives (+)**
- Blue Rocks & Tancook Islands together
- Blockhouse – Oakland - Clearland together
- Pine Grove & Maitland
- District F has the lowest parity (-9.6%) and is the highest growth potential
- Walden & Newburne together
- Branch LaHave / Lower Branch together
- Plan areas are not split

**Negatives (-)**
- Flow of District D

Appendix A: The Positives & Negatives
Option B

Positives (+)
• Plan areas are not split
• Walden & Newburne together
• Change at Upper Branch to school line
• Blue Rocks & Tancook Islands together

Negatives (-)
• Pine Grove & Maitland split
• Community of interest around Mahone Bay & Lunenburg
Option C

**Positives (+)**
- Blue Rocks & Tancook Islands together
- Walden & Newburne together
- Community of interest around Mahone Bay and Lunenburg
- Pine Grove & Maitland
- Plan areas are not split

**Negatives (-)**
- Splits Branch LaHave and Lower Branch
- Flow of Lower Branch in District D